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ABSTRACT
CNYTu

To facilitate the development testing and comparison of regional seismic discriminants, we have
implemented some of the most promising techniques in Matseis, a-Matlab-based seismic processing toolkit.
The existing Matseis package provides graphical tools for analyzing seismic data from a network of
stations. It can access data via a CSS 3.0 database, or from static files in a format defined by the user.
Waveforms are displayed in a record-section formatj with overlays for IASPE191 travel-time curves. The
user can pick arrivals and locate events, then show the results on a map. Tools are available for spectral and
polarization measurements, as well as beam forming and f-k analysis with array data. Additionally, one has
full access to the Matlab environment and any fimctions available there, as well as to portions of the U.S.
Department of Energy Knowledge Base.

Recently, we have added some new tools to Matseis for calculating regional discrimination measurements.
The fwst of these performs Lg coda analysis as developed by Mayeda and coworkers at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). Lg coda magnitudes are calculated from the amplitudes of the
coda envelopes in narrow frequency bands. Ratios of these amplitudes between high- and Iow-frequency
bands provide a spectral-ratio discrhninant for regional events.

The second tool we have implemented measures P/Lg phase ratios, using the MDAC technique of Taylor
(Los Akunos National Laboratory) and Walter (LLNL). P and Lg amplitudes are obtained at select
frequencies, then corrected for source magnitude and propagation path. Finally, we added a tool for
analyzing long-period Rayleigh and Love arrivals, usefid for momentimagnitude and LQ:LR discrimination.
Because all these tools have been written as MatIab tlmctions, they can be easily modified to experiment
with different processing details. The performance of the dkcrhninants can be evaluated using any event
available in the database.
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OBJECTIVE

All monitoring stations in the International Monitoring System (lMS) must include data authentication equipment
before certification [1]. Authentication technology has previously been demonstrated for seismic and iniiasound
stations [2], and is becoming commercially available. Authentication has not yet been implemented on radionuclide
station hardware. This work was conducted to clari@ the specifications issued by the PTS and demonstrate the
feasibility of implementing data and command authentication at radionuclide stations.

RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHED

The protocols used within the IMS for radionuclide data use the standard Internet electronic mail system for
delivery. Radionuclide data is formatted as text messages as specified in IMS 1.0 [3] and simply emailed to its
recipient. With the global computer network capability available today, this has proven to be a flexible and powerfid
data communication mechanism, as is evidenced by the success of AutoDRM systems for waveform data retrieval.
Basing user protocols upon standard industry protocols also allows commodity software products to be used for at
least some elements of the systeq reducing development cost.

Building upon this, the PTS has specified that radionuclide data messages should be authenticated using protocols of
the Secure/Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (S/MIME) [4]. S/MIME is a developing standard of the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) S/MIME working group [5], which has been widely adopted in industry. S/MIME
specifies procedures for signed andlor encrypted data and X.509 public key certificates to be transmitted as MIME
attachments [6]. Feghhi et al. [7] thoroughly describes the complexities of using digital certificates and the
associated public-key infrastructure (PKI) in the Internet environment. The overall key management structure
needed for the use of public key certificate technology by the IMS has been addressed in previous demonstrations
and is well understood [2,4]. Note that with this technology, all public key information needed to veri@ digital
signatures is embodied within X.509 certificates.

Other PTS authentication specifications are also required for radionuclide stations. Briefly, these speci@ that all
IMS data must be signed at the stations and all commands generated remote from the station must be verified. The
Digital Signature Standard (DSS) [8] must be used, with public key size of 1024 bits. The signature fiction must
be performed in a dedicated, tamper indicating hardware device. This device must be capable of self-generating a
private key and communicating the new public key. The system must also support a remote key change command
with transmission of the new public key to21MSauthorities.

A hardware cryptographic token that meets these PTS requirements has been used in previous demonstrations. This
token (the U.S. Government developed Fortezza Card) isolates cryptographic operations and private key material on
a PCMCIA processor card. At least one company (SPYRUS, http://www.spyrus. cornf) now offers a Fortezza-
compatible card with only authentication functions installed, making it free of U.S. export restrictions on strong
encryption.

Many commercial products support the S/MIME standards employed here (to varying degrees, since some parts of
the current standards are considered drafts and are actively being developed). Conformance to S/MIME is generally
good enough so that various commercial and open source products work together reliably. This is a great advantage,
as it limits the extent of custom software that must be developed and distributed to the community. Any user with
access to the certificates distributed by the IDC can verify signatures on data using a standard electronic mail
software package, such as iVetscape Messenger.

A radionuclide monitori)tg station: RASA

To investigate the feasibility of implementing data and command authentication at a radionuclide monitoring
station, we have developed a demonstration of this technology using the PNNL-developed RASA station equipment
(see Figure 1). The RASA provides ultrasensitive field measurement of short-lived fission products in near real
time. This permits detection at great distances flom nuclear detonation sites. The analyzer passes air through a large-
area, low-pressure-drop filter at a high flow rate for selectable time periods; then seals, barcodes and performs a
gamma-ray analysis of the filter. The gamma-ray spectrum is automatically transmitted to appropriate organizations.
Filter samples are retained for subsequent analysis. The IU4SA operates automatically and all functions are remotely
programmable, The IUSA is now being manufactured commercially.
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Figure 1. RASA radionuclide monitoring equipment.

Authentication sofbvare developed

To support this demonstration, the prototype RASA system at PNNL was modified to perform authentication
functions internally. A PC Card reader was integrated into the computer system within the RASA so that a Fortezza
card could be installed. The standard driver software for the Fortezza card (the CI Library) was ported to the
operating system of the IU4SA computer. This allowed software that already uses the Fortezza card with CI Library
to be easily ported and used on the R&3A.

We have adapted the authd software, used in past authentication demonstrations, to run on the RASA computer.
This authentication server program manages interactions with a Fortezza card and maintains a database of public
key certificates for use in verifying signed messages. Applications connect to authd using a socket interface and can
request signature and verification operations on blocks of data. Standard key management issues may also be
handled using this interface, such as requesting a new key pair be generated. We extended authd to perform tasks
related to message authentication: X.509 certificate handling and PKCS #7 signature generation [9]. The OpenSSL
software package [10] is used as the basis library for cetilcate processing. An authd client library is provided so
that operations may be easily integrated into other software applications.

For this demonstration a system was assembled to simulate all relevant components of the IMS: the radionuclide
station itsel~ a receiving data center, and certification equipment used by a PTS Key Management Authority. This
system is illustrated here and described below.
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A realistic procedure was developed to initialize the authentication unit and install public keys at the station. This
simulates the actions performed by a PTS Key Management Authority (also referred to as a certification observer)
during an initial IMS certification visit. This initial secure transaction is the basis of trust for the station from that
point on. The observer certifies that the public key information obtained for the station is trustworthy by issuing the
station public key certificate and signing it. The observer fhrther certifies that the public keys for remote users of the
station are securely installed. After this transaction, authenticated messages may be transmitted between station and
data center on an open network and reliably veriiled, until some event (such as tampering at the station) breaks the
chain of trust.

For this demonstration, a cetilcate authority (CA) was simulated for the IDC using functions in OpenSSL. The CA
serves as the root of trust in PKI systems, and must be administered in a very secure manner (security of the CA is
not addressed here). The CA certifies all user certii5cates (either by signing them directly or indirectly) and
distributes them to other users. Users can load these certificates into their message authentication software (e.g.
authd or Netscape). Users need the cetilcate of the CA (and any indirect authorities) to ver@ messages under this
structure. In the case of this demonstration, the simulated IOC CA certifies the observer, which certifies the station.
Initially, users need both the CA and observer public-key certificates to authenticate the station certificate. Once the



station certificate has been securely transmitted to the CA by the observer, the CA may certifj it directly and
distribute it to users.

To support standard message data authentication, SIMIME formatting software was developed and integrated into
the USA data processing flow (see Figure 3). Since radionuclide stations already use email messages, formatting
and transmission capabilities were already available. An extra step was introduced to take each standard email
message and convert it to an S/MIME message with attached digital signature calculated by the authentication card.
The authd program creates a standard PKCS #7 signedData attachrnen~ including the X.509 certiilcate for the
station, which contains the public key. Then the S/MIME format data message is sent to the recipient in the usual
way (in this case to the NDC Simulator). Normally the message would be automatically veritled and processed at
the data center. For this demonstration we simply view the message and verify the si~-atnre in Netsc;pe.
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Figure 3. Data authentication flow diagram.

Originally, software for remote command and control of the USA equipment was tightly integrated between the
client (remote user) and server (RASA computer) software. This type of communication is difficult to operate in a
highly secured manner on an open network (though some products are becoming available to secure individual
TCP/IP comections end-to-end on a network that could be applied here). To illustrate command authentication with
the RASA, a new command mode was developed which limits communications to discrete signed and verified
transactions. Again, autki is used for authentication functions (see Figure 4). S/MIME format is used for the
command message signatures in this demonstration. Two commands are demonstrated a command to generate an
interim spectrum measurement and a comrnand to change the key pair on the authentication unit within the IUL’3A.
The f~st command results in a data message being generated and sent from the IL4SA in the usual manner. The
second command causes the authentication software in the RJ3SA to generate a new key pair in the authentication
card, generate a new X.509 public key cetilcate (signed using the original key), and forward this new cetilcate to
recipients as part of the next data message.
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Figure 4. Command authentication flow diagram.

Autltentication operations demonstrated on tIte RASA

We conducted a demonstration of all aspects of data surety at a radionuclide station: system initialization and key
management, data authentication using SIMTMEmessages, and remote command authentication. The procedures
used in this demonstration are summarized here.

Initialization operations at the IDC for the PTS Key Management Authority (the observer) were:
1. Obtained an authentication unit (e.g. a hardware authentication card).
2. Initialized authentication unit, generate a new key pair and public key certificate.
3. Certified public key certificate with IDC certificate authority (CA).
4. Obtained relevant public key certificates (for remote command users) for distribution to the station.

Initialization operations at the station were:
1. Observer obtained the station authentication card.
2. Observer initialized the authentication card with standard parameters and instructed it to generate a new key

pair.
3. Observer generated a public key cetilcate for the authentication card and signed it with his own private key.

The observer is known as the issuer of the station certificate. [At this point a chain of trust exists from the IDC
CA through the observer to the station authentication unit.]

4. Observer installed the authentication card in the station equipment.
5. Observer installed relevant public key certificates (IDC, NDC, and station) in the station equipment.
6. Station began using new private and public keys.
7. Observer securely transferred new station cetilcate to the IDC for certiilcation and distribution.

During normal operation, a radionuclide station periodically transmits a data message to the receiving data center.
Once the station authenticator is initialized, all data and status messages are signed. The procedure for
demonstrating this function was:
1. Wait to receive email data or status messages from the station on the NDC Simulator.
2. View the messages on the NDC Simulator (using Netscape), noting the status of the signature verification.
● Note that public key certificates must be installed into Netscape for the IDC CA and the observer that issued the

station certificate.



Command authentication involves sending signed command messages from the NDC Simulator to the station:
1. Format a command message on the NDC Simulator.
2. Send the command message to the USA.
3. W4SA software verifies the message signature and completes the command.
4. In the case of the Key Change comman~ after the key pair has been changed by authd and a new certificate

generated, an email message is queued to be signed and sent to the standard recipients, in order to propagate the
new public key.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

We have demonstrated authentication technology for radionuclide stations using the required formats and protocols.
Industry standards have been followed, allowing this system to work with existing software products. The
demonstrated system should meet IMS certification requirements for authentication, and will be Iluther developed
and integrated into the RASA system for operational use.

This work is also applicable to other parts of the IMS where message authentication is needed. In particular,
auxiliary seismic stations that use an email-based AutoDRM data communication method could use the
demonstrated hardware and software to provide authenticated data transmission to the IDC. Automated signature
verification on incoming data could be performed using this software, though performance limits of the hardware
authentication card could be restrictive. The IDC itself (as well as the NDCS) could adapt this software to provide
authenticated data products to users. Once the required certificate management system is in place signature
verification will be available for all data users.

Some operational issues were not known while this demonstration was being prepared, and should be addressed if
they have not been already. For example, the S/MIME protocol is flexible with regard to the number and details of
the certificates that are attached to the signature. These details should be specified to ensure compatibility of
software throughout the INK and IDC.
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